
Competition Regulation of 

F.C.I. “World Cup” Racing Pigeon Professional Leagues 

Yunwai Shuizhuang Branch Race 

 

Host: Federation Colombophile Internationale 

Organizer: Chinese Racing Pigeon Association and Fujian 

Province Pingtan Comprehensive Experimental Zone 

Branch Race Organizer: Jiangsu Yunwai Shuizhuang 

International Racing Pigeon Club  

Branch Race Judges From: Jiangsu Province Racing Pigeon 

Association & Wuxi City Racing Pigeon Association   

 

A. Participation Conditions, Signing Up 

1. Participation Conditions 

(1) Any domestic or international fanciers who agree and 

voluntarily obey this regulation can sign up for this branch race. 

(2) The participating lofts should be the 20 lofts located inside 

the yard of the organizer. Each loft will participate in this branch 

race as a team with at least 200 pigeons. Each team should feed 



the pigeons separately. (Each team can have one more group 

when buying every 10 more rings. But each loft can have no 

more than 300 pigeons. There is a Group Award which will 

select the winner from the extra groups with Bonus of RMB 

40,000) 

(3) Teams are supposed to abide by professional ethics. Teams 

should not withhold, transfer of kill the pigeons which enter into 

the loft mistakenly. Teams are supposed to return the pigeons in 

time, otherwise the qualification for the Best Coach will be 

cancelled.  

(4) The organizer will sell the specified rings to teams and teams 

are supposed to fully pay the entry fee when receiving the rings. 

Fanciers should contact the team leaders for receiving rings, 

paying entry fee or other competition issues.  

(5) If the fancier pays entry fee to the organizer, the organizer 

will have the right to deal with the fancier directly.  

(6) Each team should have at least 200 pigeons for this branch 

race. The participating pigeon should wear an official specified 

ring and a corresponding electronic ring. The entry fee is RMB 

5,000 per pigeon. (the entry fee includes 10% management fee 

and 90% bonus which is collected by the organizer on behalf of 



the host) 

(7) Once the specified ring sold, the ring will not be refunded or 

changed no matter what reasons causes the loss, theft, damage 

of the ring. The result will be cancelled if the specified ring is 

found damaged when winning pigeon checking after the race.  

 

B. Competition Items, Time and Bonus Allocation Mode 

There are Qualification Race, Team Elite Single Races, Five 

Races Ace Pigeon Team Race, Comprehensive Team Elite 

Race, Team Challenge. The bonus part of entry fee will be 

collected by the organizer on behalf of the host, while the bonus 

will be allocated according to this regulation by the host.  

Competition Items  Basketing 

Time  

Liberation Date  Liberation Place  

Qualification Race  Oct. 7 Oct. 8 Fushan service area  

1st Race 450KM  Oct. 20 Oct. 21 Xiayi service area  

2nd Race 500KM  Oct. 27 Oct. 28 Shangqiu East service area  

3rd Race 550KM  Nov. 3 Nov. 4 Ningling service area  

4th Race 500KM  Nov. 10 Nov. 11 Shangqiu East service area 

5th Race 512KM  Nov. 17 Nov. 18 Shangqiu service area  

1.Qualification Race 

(1)Distance : 170KM  



(2)Weather Conditions: choose the day having good 

weather(covering the whole homing route ) to organize the races. 

If the postponement may cause the time between Qualification 

Race and the First Race less than 5 days, then the First Race will 

be postponed to 5 days later. 

(3)Basketing time: Oct. 7 

(4)The rules of valid qualification: all the participating pigeons 

need participate in the Qualification Race. Pigeons without 

competing in Qualification Race will lose the qualification for 

this branch race. 

2.Team Elite Single Races 

(1) The races: the results will be ranked according to the 

participating pigeons’ speed per minute in the First Race, the 

Second Race, the Third Race, the Fourth Race and the Fifth 

Race. (the sum of flying distance of each race divided by the 

sum of flying time of each race.) 

(2) The results and the awarding rules: it will be ranked 

according to participating pigeons' speed per minute in each 

single race.  

(3) Prize list and bonus allocation, top 3 pigeons in each single 

race will be awarded with trophies 



Bonus RMB 1st Place 

 

2nd Place  3rd Place 4th - 50th Place 

1st Race  50,000 30,000 20,000 5,000 

2nd Race  50,000 30,000 20,000 5,000 

3rd Race  50,000 30,000 20,000 5,000 

4th Race  50,000 30,000 20,000 5,000 

5th Race  50,000 30,000 20,000 5,000 

3.Five Races Ace Pigeon Team Race 

(1) the races and awarding rules:  

It will be ranked according to the calculation of the sum of 

pigeon' s flying distance divided by the sum of the pigeon' s 

flying time in all five races. If the results are the same, then the 

pigeon who has the better ranking in the Fifth Race wins. If the 

amount of awarded pigeons fails to fulfill the prize list, the rest 

of bonus will be averaged by awarded pigeons.  

(2) Prize list and bonus allocation  

1st Place RMB 1,500,000 

2nd Place RMB 1,000,000 

3rd Place RMB 600,000 

4th - 10th Place RMB 200,000 

11th - 20th Place RMB 150,000 



21st - 100th Place RMB 50,000 

101st - 290th Place RMB 40,000 

291st - Nth Place  RMB 40,000 

Top 290 pigeons will be awarded while top 20 pigeons will be 

awarded with trophies.  

4.Foster Team Race, the Best Coach Race  

(1)in order to encourage the coaches to ensure the fairness of 

this branch race, there specially sets the Best Coach Race. Top 8 

coaches will be awarded will be awarded with medals. It will be 

ranked according to the amount of awarded pigeons of each loft 

in Ace Pigeon Race. If the lofts have the same quantity of 

awarded pigeons, then it will be ranked according to the best 

pigeons' rankings of each loft. 

Top 8 coaches will be awarded with trophies for each.  

Gold Medal  RMB 200,000 

Silver Medal  RMB 150,000 

Bronze Medal  RMB 100,000 

4th - 8th Place RMB 55,000 

(2)the prize list and bonus allocation for Group Award  



1st Place   RMB 100,000 

2nd Place   RMB 100,000 

3rd Place   RMB 100,000 

4th - 10th Place RMB 50,000 

NOTE: the loft which buys 1 group of specified rings(10 rings) 

with the continuous numbers of No. 1 to No. 0 can have the 

qualification for the Group Award. It will be ranked according to 

the amount of awarded pigeons in Ace Pigeon Race. If the lofts 

have the same quantity of awarded pigeons, it will be ranked 

according to the best pigeon’ s rankings of each loft.  

Top 10 lofts will be awarded with trophies.   

5.Team Challenge  

Please find the detailed rules (including the calculation, prize 

and bonus allocation, etc)of Team Challenge and Appoint Race 

in the attachment. Please contact the branch race organizer or 

Chinese Racing Pigeon Association for help if any questions. 

C. Entry fee and registration  

1.Entry fee: the participating fancier is supposed to fully pay the 

Entry fee when receiving the specified rings. 



2.All of the participating pigeons should be registered at the 

branch race organizer with stamping, photographing, and 

recording before the moult of the second main feather. After the 

first registration, all the teams are supposed to scan the 

participating pigeons and upload the data every 2 or 3 days. 

Otherwise the qualification for the Best Coach will be cancelled.  

the second registration will be finished in the beginning of July. 

The stamp should be broken in public after the registration. The 

pigeon without registration will lose the qualification for this 

branch race. The organizer has the right to organize irregular 

sampling inspections, the team which refuses the inspection will 

lose the qualification for this branch race. After the second 

registration, all the teams are supposed to scan the pigeons and 

upload the data everyday(except the day with raining, storming 

or thundering). Otherwise the team will lose the qualification for 

the Best Coach. The pigeon without scanning for two 

continuous weeks will lose the qualification for this branch race 

and the entry fee will not be paid back.  

 

D. The point of F.C.I. “World Cup” Racing Pigeon  

All the participating pigeons in this branch race can win annual 



points and be ranked in the Leagues Ranking according to the 

regulation of F.C.I. “World Cup” Racing Pigeon Professional 

Leagues. The details can be checked on CRPA official website. 

 

E. Competition Rules 

1. The branch race will be organized strictly according to the 

regulations of “Chinese Racing Pigeon Competition 

Rules(2019)” and this regulation. 

2. There will be one race of all races selected by lot which will 

be supervised by FCI officials. All of the chief judges of each 

race will be appointed by CRPA. All of works of basketing, 

scanning, liberating, loft checking and pigeon checking will be 

executed by judges team appointed by Wuxi City Racing Pigeon 

Association. 

3. There will be an arbitration committee of this branch race. 

The member list of arbitration committee will be announced 

before the First Race. If any disputes appear during the races, 

participating fanciers can apply for arbitration in written form to 

arbitration committee.  

4. In case of force majeure such as governmental actions, avian 

flu, earthquake, car accident, network troubles, weather 



mutations which cause the losses, the branch race organizer will 

not take any economic responsibilities. 

5. In order to keep the continuity of the races, the liberation date 

may be changed according to the forecast information 

announced by “national weather”(http://www.nmc.cn) after 

18:00 one day ahead of basketing. If it shows no rain during 

8:00-11:00 at liberation place and 8:00-20:00 at arriving place, 

the basketing will be executed, otherwise it will be postponed. 

The information will be announced in advance. 

6. Clocking system  

The Tauris electronic scanning clocks will be sued for this 

branch race.  

7. If the participating pigeons are successfully scanned when 

basketing but fails to be scanned when arriving, the result of the 

pigeon will be regarded as invalid. The organizer will take no 

responsibility. 

8. The pigeon which lose qualification in each single race will 

not be basketed for the later race.  

9. The confirmation for liberation day, 

①the single races will be organized every 7 days. If the First 



Race is postponed, the later races will be postponed accordingly.  

②The organizer will announce the liberation date for each 

single race in advance. All the homing pigeons should be taken 

to the organizer for checking, the result will be cancelled if the 

pigeon is not checked or the fragile sticker is not intact.  

 

F. Basketing time and liberation place 

1.Liberation Conditions: the liberation conditions of the five 

single races will be executed according to the Chinese Racing 

Pigeon Competition Rules(2019). If is is continuously raining, 

the basketing will be cancelled and postponed to a sunny day. If 

the weather in liberation place fails to meet the rules, it is 

supposed to wait at the liberation place for one day. If the next 

day’s weather can not meet the conditions either, it is supposed 

to be taken back to basketing place to liberate. Pigeons getting 

lost or died should be regarded as natural elimination and the 

organizer will not take any responsibilities. If the pigeon car can 

not reach the liberation place before 9:00 on liberation day, the 

pigeon car should be drove back to the organizer and the 

basketing should be postponed.  

According to the “Chinese Racing Pigeon Competition Rules”, 



the liberation should avoid raining, snowing, hailing, foggy, 

strong headwind and sandstorm, etc.  

2.The First Race: the minimum valid homing speed is 450 

meters per minute. The pigeons slower than minimum will lose 

the qualification for later races. If there are less than 

100(including 100) valid pigeons back, the branch race will end. 

The bonus of Ace Pigeon Race and single race will be allocated 

to awarded pigeons. The rest of bonus will be averaged by all 

participating pigeons in basketing list. If there is no pigeon back 

within regulated valid period, the branch race will end and 90% 

of entry fee will be paid back to fanciers.  

3.The Second Race: The minimum valid homing speed is 500 

meters per minute. The pigeons slower than minimum will lose 

the qualification for later races. If there are less than 

100(including 100) valid pigeons back, the branch race will end, 

the bonus of Ace Pigeon Race will be allocated according to 

comprehensive results of the first two races. The rest of bonus 

will be averaged by all participating pigeons in basketing list. If 

there is no valid pigeon within regulated period, the bonus will 

be allocated according to the results in the First Race. If there 

are more than 100 pigeons back, the branch race will go on.  



4.The Third Race: The minimum valid homing speed is 500 

meters per minute. The pigeons slower than minimum will lose 

the qualification for later races. If there are less than 

100(including 100) valid pigeons back, the branch race will end, 

the bonus of Ace Pigeon Race will be allocated according to 

comprehensive results of the first three races. The rest of bonus 

will be averaged by all participating pigeons in basketing list. If 

there is no valid pigeon within regulated period, the bonus will 

be allocated according to the comprehensive results of the first 

two races. If there are more than 100 pigeons back, the branch 

race will go on.  

5.The Fourth Race: The minimum valid homing speed is 500 

meters per minute. The pigeons slower than minimum will lose 

the qualification for later races. If there are less than 

100(including 100) valid pigeons back, the branch race will end, 

the bonus of Ace Pigeon Race will be allocated according to 

comprehensive results of the first four races. The rest of bonus 

will be averaged by all participating pigeons in basketing list. If 

there is no valid pigeon within regulated period, the bonus will 

be allocated according to the comprehensive results of the first 

three races. If there are more than 100 pigeons back, the branch 

race will go on. 



6.The Fifth Race: The minimum valid homing speed is 450 

meters per minute. If the amount of homing pigeons is more 

than 50 but fails to fulfill the prize list, the bonus of Ace Pigeon 

Race will be allocated according to comprehensive results of the 

five races and all rest of bonus will be averaged by awarded 

pigeons. If the amount of homing pigeons is less than 50, the 

bonus of Ace Pigeon Race will be allocated according to 

comprehensive results of five races and all rest of bonus will be 

averaged by all participating pigeons in basketing list. If there is 

no pigeon back, all bonus will be allocated according to 

comprehensive results of the first four races.  

7.If the participating pigeon is late for basketing, there will be 

one minute added to the pigeon' s results when the pigeon is late 

for every one minute. If the pigeon is late for more than 30 

minutes for basketing, the qualification for the branch race will 

be cancelled.  

8.There will be 3 persons accompanying the pigeon car to 

liberation place. It will be decided by drawing lot.  

9.Contact: Gao Jianwei +86 158 6163 3132 

Phone/Fax: +86 0510 86596333 

 



G. The Ownership of Awarded Pigeons 

1. The awarded pigeons will be auctioned by the organizer after 

the branch race.  

2. The awarding ceremony and auction will be organized after 

the branch race. 70% of auction income will belong to the owner 

while the other 30% belongs to the organizer. 

3. Notice for using electronic clocks 

(1)In this branch race, the Tauris electronic clocks which are 

recognized by FCI and CRPA will be used for all races. The 

homing data in electronic clocks will be the only references for 

calculating results. If the homing pigeon can be scanned but the 

data can not be uploaded, the fancier is supposed to notify the 

organizer within 30 minutes by phone for on-the-spot pigeon 

checking. The result will be judged by judges. Otherwise the 

results will be invalid.  

(2)The scanning boards will be installed by the organizer. There 

should be at least 60cm space between 2 boards. The fancier is 

prohibited to move the boards, otherwise the team will lose the 

qualification for the Best Race. 

(3)If the participating pigeons are successfully scanned when 

basketing but fails to be scanned when arriving, the result of the 



pigeon will be regarded as invalid. The organizer will take no 

economic responsibility. 

(4)The participating teams are supposed to self check the clock 

equipment to avoid any trouble of uploading. It is supposed to 

notify the organizer immediately when troubles found. It is 

supposed to open the clock on the next day to basketing day, in 

order to help the organizer check the facilities. 

(5)There will be live results broadcast for each single races. The 

live results will be only for reference. The formal results will be 

announced after the organizer checking the clocks and pigeons.  

 

H. Other Regulations 

1.The fanciers and medias are welcome to supervise the race 

during basketing, caging and liberating.  

2.If the clocking equipment or electronic rings are found 

damaged by human causes, the qualification for the branch race 

will be cancelled. 

3.All members are supposed to participate in this branch race 

with real name.  

4.There should not be any hidden tags, cutting feathers or other 



situations. Once found, the qualification for the branch race will 

be cancelled. 

5.The organizer will not take any responsibilities if pigeons 

getting died or lost due to unforeseen causes like fire or car 

accident. 

6.It will be regarded as violation of regulation that pigeon 

wearing fake rings, copied rings, or the pigeon’s leg with 

electronic ring looks hurt. The results will be cancelled. 

7.The results will be cancelled if the electronic rings are not 

intact.  

8.This branch race will be organized based on the principle of 

fairness, justice and transparency. All the bonus will be allocated 

as regulated.  

9.In case of force majeure which leads the failure of organizing 

the branch race, it will be executed according to the 

governmental policies. The entry fee will be fully paid back.  

the right of final interpretation of this regulation belongs to 

Jiangsu Yunwai Shuizhuang International Racing Pigeon Club.  

 


